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Why are we here?
• Last year, Councilwoman Gilmore championed legislation to establish the 

Residential Rental Licensing Program in Denver. 

• With the first phase of required licensure beginning on January 1, 2023, 
Excise and Licenses has been working diligently to prepare for the new 
license requirements. As part of this work, we have been conducting 
robust community education and outreach, hiring additional staff, and 
building the technology necessary to administer the license. 

• In doing so, we’ve been answering questions from applicants about the bill 
language and have identified a four places in the legislation where 
improvements can be made to clarify and operationalize the original bill’s 
intent.
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https://www.denvergov.org/Government/Agencies-Departments-Offices/Agencies-Departments-Offices-Directory/Denver-City-Council/Meet-the-Council-Members/Stacie-Gilmore-Council-District-11/Healthy-Residential-Rentals-for-All
https://www.denvergov.org/Government/Agencies-Departments-Offices/Agencies-Departments-Offices-Directory/Business-Licensing/Business-Licenses/Residential-rental-property


Clarifying the Fee Term

• This bill updates the language in DRMC 
32-105(a)(2), which currently sets a 
license fee “per year.” 

• The license fee has always been 
intended to apply to the licensing term, 
which is 4 years, and this is how our 
Accela record is set up. 

• The bill swaps the phrase “per year” for 
“per license term” to align language 
with intent. This was likely a scrivener’s 
error in the original bill.
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Clarifying Fee Waiver Requirements

• This language that provides for license 
fee waivers. 

• As written, there are two exemptions in 
one provision – one for affordable 
housing properties, and one for 
properties that provide low-income 
housing for at least 80% of their 
tenants. This bill separates the two 
provisions for clarity. 

• In addition, the language currently 
used for the second exemption could 
be read in two ways. The bill clarifies 
the proper reading of the second 
exemption so it can only be read as 
intended when the bill was passed.
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Posting a License Number

• This change adds a requirement 
for licensees to post their license 
number on any advertisements 
for their property. The 
advertisement requirement in 
this draft mirrors the one we have 
in place for short-term rentals.

• This requirement creates a soft 
first touch to provide outreach 
and education to landlords and 
an easy-to-communicate, proven 
way to increase compliance.
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Clarifying the Timeline for Inspections

• Current language creates unnecessary limits 
for when an applicant may submit an 
inspection or reinspection verification. 

• At the time the bill was passed, we did not 
anticipate applicants submitting 
applications where they were required to be 
reinspected. In practice, we are seeing 
applicants who are submitting applications 
while on a path to compliance. 

•
In order to encourage this voluntary 
compliance and align the practices for this 
license with those for our other licenses, the 
bill clarifies that the 90-day timeline applies 
only to the age of an initial verification; any 
additional verification or reinspection may 
be submitted at any point during the year 
after initial application.
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Questions?

Bill Questions

Erica Rogers, Policy Director
Erica.Rogers@denvergov.org

Alex Vidal, Policy Analyst
Alex.Vidal@denvergov.org

Program questions

Nicole Kim, 

Residential Rental Program Manager

Nicole.Kim2@denvergov.org

Councilwoman Gilmore 

Stacie.Gilmore@denvergov.org
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